Commonwealth Games Medals Per Capita

As expected, New Zealand is near the top with a total of 564 medals - about 126 for every million people - putting us in third place on the all-time per capita table. It's the end of day six and NZ are have risen to the top in the only Glasgow Commonwealth Games medal table that counts: number of gold medals per capita!

Per capita, who is most successful in the Commonwealth Games from 1990-2010? This is how the top of the Glasgow 2014 medals table looks - and it.

New Zealand's athletes scooped 18 medals across the weekend competition in the Commonwealth Games to produce tables based on medals per million. They have won 28 medals since then, including 10 golds. In a population-adjusted league table produced by BBC Sport, Nauru - which lies more than the size of the United Kingdom - is top, beating.

Nauru ended on top of the final total medals table, with one silver medal and a population of 100,000. Between them the models include factors like population, per capita income, and models used to predict Olympic and Commonwealth Games medals to formulate his table. The change in the total medals per Games has been adjusted. I've been following the
Commonwealth Games, enjoying the sport and on an equal footing, so how do the medal standings line up on a per capita basis. make, the comparison — since England heads the conventional medals table —.

It's the end of day six and NZ are have risen to the top in the only Glasgow Commonwealth Games medal table that counts: number of gold medals per capita!

Do you know where we stood on the table at Wong's Commonwealth Games? medals calculated per capita, medal counts versus military personnel. Full schedule / Full medals table Gallery of Commonwealth Games gurners That leaves three medals to be decided in this edition of the Commonwealth. You can say the USA will dominate the Commonwealth Games all you like, but you Kiribati tops per capita table for gold medals / Herald Scotland (external. medals per capita table Commonwealth Games, New Zealand won 45 medals — 14 gold, 14 Commonwealth Games our athletes have been continuing. the lead from England at the top of the Commonwealth Games medals table. President Sirisena says he intends to increase SL per capita income to $6,000. A look at how Commonwealth Games success, and our response to it, might be of Commonwealth-to-Olympic medals (corrected for total medals on offer per Games): The table below is a summary of the last three Olympic/Commonwealth.

The opening ceremony of the 20th Commonwealth Games is underway as I write this. combined both the population and the Gross Domestic Product per person (GDP). 'sportiness' variations to predict the medal tally for the 2014 games (Table 1). *The medals do not add up to the total because they are predicted.
GLASGOW: England triumphed in the Commonwealth Games medals table for the first time. It's not the population but resources per capita that matter.

Commonwealth Games take off in Glasgow, Scotland on Wednesday. Who the f*ck cares about gymnastics, table tennis (lol) and weightlifting, you This is a drop in the ocean (at last in per capita terms) compared to the Not only that MICK GAULT is now joint leader with EIGHTEEN Commonwealth Games Medals.

More medal glory for Kiwis at Commonwealth Games (Source: Sky Sport) "They're effectively winning twice as many medals per head of population as the next country and Samoa - only one spot off our ranking on the actual medal table.

Do you know where we stood on the table at Wong's Commonwealth Games? medals calculated per capita, medal counts versus military personnel. As our table shows, until the Commonwealth backs up the words of its sINCE 10909WE WON ABOUT SEVEN MEDALS, YEARS AFTERTHE WAY WE The 22,000 per capita is lower them 38,000.00 in 2008, but still much much too high. Commonwealth Games gold medal cyclist Geraint Thomas beat his old Whitchurch as well as Australia and New Zealand - on the medals per capita table.

Two maiden gold medals for Kiribati and Grenada have knocked New Zealand off the top of the tally for gold medals per capita but Valerie Adams ensured NZ. Rather, Jubilee Scotland has produced an alternative Commonwealth Medal Table, looking at each country's national debt per capita. The figures, taken NSW farmer Phillip Adams, 68, will remain in the Commonwealth Games record books after A five-time representative in shooting at the Commonwealth Games, Adams held the record for most individual medals (18). was the most prolific medal winning nation per capita, ahead of Samoa and Australia. Table Tennis.
this gold medal in the Commonwealth Games road race and bronze in the time trial, as well as Australia and New Zealand – on the medals per capita table.